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The Musical Twilight Zone ...
folksingers

...

They are the poets, dreamers and time travelers, worldwanderers and highway vagabonds, rail riders and drifters. They
are like mirrors held up to the world reflecting back what they
see. They sing so other voices can be heard, they feel hoping
others can feel with them, and make friends instead of fans. They
dream what is unseen so others can appreciate what has been
created. They are musical miners exploring great treasures hidden
deep within dusty vinyl vaults.
They crave community, flannel shirts, coffee, peace with
appreciation and love without regret. They are spiritual log
cabin dwellers living in cars, vans and hotel rooms, organic gardeners eating in sleepy cafes along dark roadsides and your best
friend, met once on the side of a stage, never to be seen again.
They are 5-string politicians, 6-string therapists, banjo
barristers, acoustic lovers and penny-pinching peacemakers ...
because those who sing together can not fight. They are still
there. Still writing, searching, singing, trying to get their world
in tune.
These are America’s folksingers.

But what is happening to these artists? What is happening to all these hard working, struggling musicians? What is
happening in this world of music to the poets, dreamers and
wandering souls that make their way across the ribbons of
America’s highways, trying to sing, trying to scratch out a living with their songs?
The music world has entered a strange vortex, an
empty, confusing shadow of what it used to be.
Who knew just a few short years ago we would see a time
when the bureaucracy, by law, will enforce expensive licensing for
the privilege to vibrate air? Who could forsee a day when the
vibrators of air will imprint their souls on CDs even though
there are no longer stores that sell the CDs, when the vibrating
air will be translated into little ones and zeros and sent across the
world for free in such massive volume that the odds of anybody
hearing their vibrating air is almost non-existant, and those who
do hear the vibrating air will offer a financial transaction reduced
down to a fraction of a fraction of a fraction of a single penny?
And yet these brave vibrators of air will not give up,
they will continue to vibrate away in the hope that others will
hear their vibrations and turn them into gods ... or at least be
able to pay their rent.
America’s folksingers have entered the Twilight Zone,
and I hope to explain in spirit, in common sense and in practice how to navigate through this new world in a way that
adds value and purpose to your music and passions.
Or at least have fun again.

Folksinger, SongFarmer & Tree Hugger
michael@woodsongs.com

Dedicated to all the kids allowed to play in the mud,
paint outside the lines & make music for a living

as well as the life, work, music and inspiration of
Pete & Toshi Seeger

This book is a celebration of Pete Seeger’s wisdom as I see it
reflected in our 21st-century music world, an honest and
sometimes brutal unmasking of the collapse of the music
industry and how it affects the average artist and musician.

“Art is created by the hand of God,
written upon the tablet of the human heart and
released into the world on the wings of a dream.”
This book about solutions, love, loyalty and making music a
powerful part of your life even though it may not be able to
provide your livelihood. It’s about the brave souls sticking it out,
traveling the hiways, standing on stages in front of half empty
venues, living the dream and using their music to
build a front porch around the world.

"I gave my heart to the Banjo"
Pete Seeger

YOU MIGHT THINK YOU’RE COOL
but you will never be as cool as that lone folksinger whose career
lasted longer than all the fools who tried to shut him down, shut
him up and shut him off from the TV and media airwaves.
You’re still da man, Pete.

Life as an Artist

How hard can it be?
The end of summer brings on the quietness of autumn,
evenings of wine and woodstoves, the gentle breathing of
children at midnight and the scent of snow, coming slowly,
drifting through the nighttime air like winter’s perfume.
The danger of modern life is to live as though you are
running out of time, moving so fast that you don’t notice the
delicate threads of beauty around you, the people and hearts that
love you, and the loveliness of gentle moments. We live in a
world barreling through our days at Cyber speed bombarding us
with a tsunami of useless information.
I think a walk in the woods does more for your spirit
then traveling the world on the Internet.
Being an artist, specifically an artist that makes an actual
living, can be the most rewarding lifestyle you can imagine. It’s a
privilege to stand on stage and have an audience willingly give
you two hours of their precious day to hear you sing, to listen to
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your poetry, to experience your spirit. And then sometimes, if
you’re good enough, to even give you a standing ovation ... just
for vibrating air the best you can.
The caveat to this “artist life” is also one of the loneliest
you can imagine. Even though you are surrounded by people,
friends and an audience, what you do to achieve that is born in
complete isolation. I think that is why so many artists are hungry for, anxious for, a good word. A simple compliment. Some
kind of constant validation. “Acceptance” is the fuel for the
human tank to keep going.
You are constantly rolling your own ball up a big long
hill. You are surrounded by a perception of encouragement
shrouded in the secret hope ... by many ... that you fail just to
make themselves and their own inabilities feel better. It is not
easy to work past that. It’s not easy to have someone imply that
you’re not good enough, you’re not effective enough, you were
not worth working with.
And I’m not talking about basement artists who are
engaged in a glorified hobby. I’m talking about those artists that
get off their duff, roll up their sleeves, think through problems,
have one hand on a guitar case and the other on a briefcase ...
and get to ding-dang work.
I know so many artists that are struggling right now
because the marketplace has collapsed around them. Being in
the arts and able to create some kind of a financial transaction to
keep going, to pay your rent, to put food on the table, to put gas
in the car and pay for a motel bill when you’re on the road …
it’s not only daunting it’s becoming near impossible for most.
And as exciting and exhilarating living the artistic life can
seem, most don’t realize that many live on the precipice of complete despair, the edge of complete failure. This is not an exaggeration: no matter how well you’re doing in the arts most of the
business models we are chained to are so outdated that small victories, moments of success can evaporate instantly.
10

That’s why any musician, any songwriter that exposes
their new work are starving for some kind of return validation.
They are scared, they are insecure, they are brave enough to try
but the bubbling volcano of complete fear lives just beneath the
surface of their confident exterior.
That is why people closest to the artist are so important.
Especially if it’s the artist that provides for them, the working
artist scratching out a living providing for those in their care. To
the family, their work can be taken for granted, after all they see
it all the time. It’s not new. It’s not exciting. You’re the dork sitting on the couch doodling on a guitar. The pain is not real to
those closest to you. Most often they are inclined to criticize, or
to suggest that you change vocations and go “get a real job.”
I get why they feel that way. They need to “get” why it
hurts so badly to hear.
Offer a good word. A complement first, your criticism
last. Most artists I know are so exhausted by the effort to simply
maintain where they are they barely have the energy to climb
higher or move forward.
Being a working artist is one of the most exhilarating
privileges I can imagine. Personally I am grateful for every
moment and honor that it affords. But so many are emotionally
on their knees, they need you to support them if only with a
complement.
And if you really want to support the arts, if you really
understand what the songwriters and musicians who are getting
nine cent royalty checks every six months are going through,
here’s a novel idea: Buy a ding-dang CD.
“Everybody is a genius.
But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree,
it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.”
Albert Einstein
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Loneliness
and the Isolation of Art

James Taylor once described the act of songwriting as
among the loneliest, most solitary moments of his life. And
he’s right: Art is born of isolation. It is born from the quiet
recess of the mind, heart and spirit.
While having a text conversation with a friend about “old
traditions” it occurred to me that the Internet has created a generation of isolated people living under the illusion they have
company. Not necessarily a bad thing, but different from the
way it used to be. Welcome to our digital age I guess.
As we chatted about old Sears homes and historic taverns,
woodstoves, good books and family it made me think of how
people a generation ago had a different kind of isolation. The
isolation of rural America was laced in the organic beauty of
nature, the singular loveliness of Mother Earth telling people to
stop and live quietly, even for a little while.
Snowfall on a mountainside would keep a family huddled
and cuddled inside before a fireplace, in a home filled with the
fragrance of corn bread and coffee, books and games, grandpa’s
fiddle and mama’s stories of her childhood.
12

Winter’s isolation of long ago was nature’s way of forcing
mankind to rest from his labor. It was a time of renewal, creation and the writing of songs, a literary baptism of books and
poetry and planning for the spring planting.
The Internet, cell phones and texting has nothing on the
absolute, stunning canvas of a winter snowfall forcing everyone
to rest and embrace the beauty of winter.
Winter snowfall, full of its hidden treasures, is God’s gift
of rest. The isolation of nature is graced with renewal and out
right poetry, and nothing the modern age compares to the treasures it offers.
It’s like discovering a frozen sunflower buried in the ice
and snow, a lonely jewel that represents the life to come in the
warming days of spring.
I love winter in the mountains and snowfall in
Appalachia, I love the quietness of this Log Cabin in the cozy
feeling of being trapped in the company of a wood stove on a
winters morning. Isolation isn’t lonely at all.

The log cabin, a photo taken the very day I found it
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Community
The Importance of Belonging

“I’m not Appalachian enough ...”
Where you’re from does not define where you are now.
What you look like should not define how you are seen.
What you play, how you play it and the songs you like to
sing should never exclude you from anything.
14

Once upon a time, music was universal and the front
porch was the greatest, most accepting and loving stage in the
world. Then the music business came along and figured out how
to sell vibrating air ... which was fine ... at first. Artists and songwriters need, deserve, to make an honest living.
But then it became litigious. Lawyers and business people
began to rule the front porch, creating the “star” system and the
idea that only the chosen few were truly qualified to vibrate air.
It began pushing folks off the front porch, relegating
them down to the role as customers, purchasers of the vibrating
air the business people deemed appropriate.
Vibrating air was categorized into charts and placed in
bins. Blues folks were “different” from bluegrass folks, Celtic
folks were “different” from classical folks, and County folks are
different from alt-Country which is not the same as Americana
and thank God they are not Bro-Country.
And yet, it’s all just vibrating air.
And what has all that separation, all those musical borders, all those contracts and lawyers and placing into bins
caused? The old business model of separating art into marketing
categories has failed. It no longer matters what “bin your in”
because there are no more bins. Every record store chain in
America is gone, and instead of separating vibrating air into bins
the system has gotten
even worse:
CDs are now
dumped into a big discount garbage can in
the middle of a store
isle, like WalMart. It’s
the most disrespectful
presentation of art in
modern history.
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Think of it: these artists and songwriters gave their souls, their
hearts, some even sacrificed their families, to create that art and it is
now dumped into a self-sort discount garbage can. They aren’t even
given the dignity of a shelf anymore.
And it’s not just music, our culture does that to everything,
especially people. Heck, we’ve been doing it for generations.

A dream we dream alone is just a dream; a
Dream we dream together becomes reality.”

John Lennon

I think, in America, we have too many delineations, too
many categories, too many illusions of borders. The idea that we are
one people has been ripped to shreds by the insistence that we define
how we are different instead of celebrating how we are the same.
We have become a family demanding our children remain
isolated in separate rooms instead of all gathering together on the
front porch and enjoying each other‘s company.
We did that to our music ... and it failed. We continue to do
it to each other, and the idea of prejudice is one of the most horrific
failures in human life. I’m white, you are black so we are different.
No, we’re not. We are the same in everyway except for pigment. A
red Ford is exactly the same as a blue Ford ... same parts, same
engine, same dashboard, same transmission, same radio. The only
thing “different” is the pigment in the paint.
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When will we realize acts of separation in music was a collasal
failure, and that same idea of separation between people burdens
society with that same failure?
The most beautiful gardens are filled with all kinds of flowers planted in the same soil sharing the same space filling the air
with their fragrance and filling the eyes with their beauty. Gardens
filled with many kinds of flowers are healthier, they fight off pests
to protect each other, they last longer. Gardens with only one flower
are subject to disease and universal decay. Societies that isolate
themselves in the same way are subject to the same failure.
It was implied recently that a friend of mine not might not be
Appalachian enough. I’m not sure what that means because most
people in Appalachia are not from Appalachia. To be honest many of
us who live in these mountains came from fleed criminal backgrounds when England emptied their prisons in the 1700s and people fled into the mountains to hide from the King.
I entered the garden of Appalachia in the 1980s when I
moved to a small hamlet in eastern Kentucky, a place called Mousie. I
felt as welcomed by my neighbors as if I was born there even though
I am from New York. It didn’t matter to folks in the mountains
because the music I loved caused them to love me back
Because of that love, my heart and my passions and my spirit
are in these mountains ... and forever in music.

Our musical family, the WoodSongs Crew after the
900th broadcast taping with Roger McGuinn
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YOU MIGHT THINK YOU’RE COOL
but you’ll never be
“I was born in a poor Kentucky town of 400 people and now
I’m shooting chickens with a mandolin while my limo waits.”

"Nothing else has made more friends
than bluegrass music."

Bill Monroe
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OPINIONS, CRITICS &

The ARTS:

"Only those who dare to fail greatly
can ever achieve greatly."
Robert F. Kennedy

There are many things in this life worthy of criticism, like
how your town fixed their roads, how the plumber repaired your
kitchen sink, how an attorney handled your case. However, criticism of the arts always befuddled me, ripping to shreds a painter
you don’t like or how a musician vibrates air always seemed self
elevating of the critic.
The criticism by a critic assumes the critic knows more
about what they are criticizing than you do, which is rarely ever
the case. Especially when it comes to art and music.
“Fear not the words of the critic for no one ever erected a
statue in honor of one” said one worthy artist tired of getting his
head bashed in.
Don’t get me wrong, constructive criticism is always
good, always helpful, always beneficial to the artist or anyone
working. But there are some folks who feel the only way they
can validate their contribution in life is to elevate themselves
above the artist to needlessly criticize things that just really aren’t
necessary. Here’s a little secret: Most critics can’t do what they are
criticizing. Sounds funny, but it’s true.
When an artist exposes their heart, their soul, their spirit,
their time, their resources and their public reputation on the creation of anything… whether it’s a painting, video, a script, a
poem, a song… whatever… the first thing they desperately need
is a good word. A pat on the back. Acknowledgment of how
hard they worked, some kind of positive support in a world that
keeps telling them they’re not good enough, they can’t do it,
their dream is unrealistic, or their efforts are a waste of time.
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When an artist shows you something for the first time,
that is not the moment for the critic to elevate themselves above
the artist by finding one thing, anything, something to point out
as a negative to imply how much the critic knows, how much
wiser the critic is, how much smarter the critic can be, how
much more observant the critic is than the artist.
I'm not referring to lazy-ass wannabees who sit around in
dark rooms with their sunglasses on waiting for something to
happen because they are so deserving. I'm talking about true
artists who actually work very hard at their craft and take risks to
make it happen and support others around them.
The big difference between an Artist - good, bad, brilliant
or otherwise - and a Critic is that the artist is at least doing something. The critic is usually sitting back spewing needless opinion
and crushing somebody else’s effort. And heart. And soul.
These are the no talent, spineless, copy-cat, life sucking
bottom feeders that publicly invade people's work, efforts, lives,
marriages and dreams to satisfy their own lack of skill or motivation. They are parasites incapable of original thoughts who have
the singular desire to rip others down to glorify their own lack of
purpose ... usually disguised as “assisting” others, they are like
sheep in wolves clothing.
There’s nothing less meaningful or creative than those
critics lost in the dark cloud of their own self importance, like
elite judges sitting upon a throne of irrelevance.
But aren’t artists themselves awash in self importance?
Heck yes.
But a least they are working, dreaming and creating something. A critic lives in the reflected glory of someone else who is
much braver than they are, someone much more willing to take
a risk, someone else with the energy to put their heart, soul and
life on the line.
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In this world of declining media, a dismembered music
industry, and a distracted public my recommendation to everyone
is when you see an artist working so hard to do something different please don’t rip it apart. Don’t look for something to criticize
or point out the negative. Just say something nice. A compliment.
If there’s something you don’t like it’s OK to keep it to yourself
especially when the creation is brand new and the artist’s emotions
and nerves are at their most sensitive, raw point.
Look at it this way: creating a work of art of any kind is
similar ... yes, I get it’s not exactly the same but hear me out ...
as giving birth. When a new mommy is holding their baby for
the first time and shows her beautiful infant to you, that’s not
the time to point out the baby has a big nose. Or funny ears.
Just say something nice. Don’t elevate yourself above
someone’s good effort by pointing out a flaw to hide the fact
that you are incapable of coming close to that much effort. To
me the only thing worse than a negative critic is a blatant copycat. Lord knows there’s a lot of those bottom-feeders, too.
Sometimes the best role of a critic is just simply shut up.

The

The

The

"Be curious, not judgmental."
Walt Whitman
"When judging another, you do not define them,
you define yourself."
Wayne Dyer
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